Conventional overwriting-based and encryption-based secure deletion schemes can only sanitize data. However, the past existence of the deleted data may leave artifacts in the layout at all layers of a computing system. These structural artifacts may be utilized by the adversary to infer sensitive information about the deleted data or even to fully recover them. The conventional secure deletion solutions unfortunately cannot sanitize them.
INTRODUCTION
Securely deleting obsolete data is of paramount importance, as reserving these data may not only endanger data owners' privacy, but also violate retention regulations like HIPAA [19] , Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act [13] , Sarbanes-Oxley Act [37] , and Fifth Directive of the Data Protection Act [12] .
To achieve secure data deletion, simply sanitizing the data (i.e., making the data inaccessible by over-writing them or deploying encryption with ephemeral keys) is unfortunately not enough, as the past existence of the data may leave artifacts in the layout of the resulting storage medium at all layers, which may be utilized by the adversary to infer sensitive information about the deleted data or even fully recover them [18, 26] . For example, a CIA document was published by the New York Times in 2000 as a PDF file that contained the original document and an overlay covering up sensitive information in the document. The overlay was then removed by Internet users and the sensitive information about the CIA's role in the 1953 overthrow of Iranian Government was revealed [25] .
It thus becomes necessary to sanitize both the obsolete data as well as the structural artifacts introduced by them. Traditional overwriting-based [24] and encryption-based [23, 32, 33, 35, 39, 42] secure data deletion solutions can only sanitize data. However, they cannot sanitize structural artifacts. We thus explore a novel security notion, namely, truly secure deletion, that can ensure sanitization of both the data and the structural artifacts. An existing security notion "history independence" [31] is stronger than truly secure deletion. However, we believe that the truly secure deletion is already a very strong security notion. This security notion enables the development of a practical easy-to-deploy data deletion technique which is presented in this paper.
People today are increasingly turning to flash memory for data storage due to its high throughput and decreasing price. Flash-based storage media like SSD drives are used exten-sively in laptops, even cloud providers allow their users to choose SSDs as the underlying storage media [6] . Other popular flash products like eMMC cards, SD cards, and miniSD cards dominate the storage media of mobile devices.
In this work, we aim to realize truly secure deletion for flash memory, which is in particular challenging due to its special nature: 1) Flash memory is over-write unfriendly. Over-writing a small region (e.g., a 4KB page) requires first erasing a large region (i.e., a 128-KB block); 2) Each flash storage unit can only be programmed/erased for a limited number of times before it is worn out. The special nature of flash memory imposes additional constraints on any scheme specifically designed for flash: (C1) The number of overwrites should be as less as possible; (C2) Writes should be distributed evenly among flash (i.e., wear leveling).
We propose TedFlash, the first scheme which can sanitize both the data and the structural artifacts from flash and, at the same time, satisfy the aforementioned design constraints. Our key insights are: 1) We write data to flash in such a way that every single write will not introduce additional artifacts to the storage state except the data themselves. This is advantageous, because upon deletion, we can simply sanitize the data, eliminating the need of sanitizing the corresponding artifacts, which is probably expensive and may significantly decrease I/O throughput. 2) To ensure every write to flash will not bring in structural artifacts, we always place the data being written to an empty location which is randomly selected (Note that if this is an over-write, the old data will be invalidated and securely sanitized). The random placement technique can eliminate the structural artifacts brought by each write, as the placement of data is independent and does not affect the placements of any other data. Most importantly, the random placement technique is exclusively feasible for flash memory, because: First, random seeks on flash memory are as efficient as sequential seeks, a salient unique characteristic of flash memory compared to mechanical storage media like HDDs. Second, random placements inherently distribute data evenly among flash, leading to good wear leveling.
We design TedFlash in such a way that is compatible with the pervasively deployed "translation layer", which stays between the physical flash layer and the file system layer in literally all computing devices (e.g., smart phones, tablets, and laptops) using flash memory as the underlying storage media. Our design is advantageous as the translation layer is much simpler and contains much less code compared to the file system layer, and retrofitting it will not affect the other layers of the storage system, preserving the independence principle of storage system designs.
Comparisons. We provide in Table 1 a comparison among three representative schemes which can securely delete data from flash, DNEFS [35] , HiFlash [18] , and TedFlash, respectively. DNEFS was able to sanitize the data from flash, but it is not able to sanitize the structural artifacts. HiFlash was the first design that can provide history independence for flash memory, which can always ensure sanitization of both the data and the structural artifacts. However, it cannot satisfy design constraint C1 or C2, which seems unavoidable due to the strong security requirement of history independence. TedFlash is the first scheme specifically designed to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee. Most importantly, it can satisfy both design constraint C1 and C2.
DNEFS [35] We introduce the first concrete attacks on conventional overwriting-based and encryption-based secure deletion schemes. In our attacks, the adversary can learn sensitive information about the deleted data or even fully recover them by utilizing structural artifacts.
We define truly secure deletion, a novel security notion that can achieve a much stronger security guarantee than the conventional secure deletion. Truly secure deletion requires sanitizing both the obsolete data as well as the structural artifacts introduced by them.
We initiate the research of truly secure deletion for flash memory. We propose TedFlash, the first scheme specifically designed to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee in flash-based block devices. TedFlash can sanitize both the data and the structural artifact, while satisfying the design constraints imposed for flash memory.
We implement TedFlash in an actual flash device based on an open-source flash firmware.
We experimentally evaluate TedFlash. Compared to conventional secure deletion for flash memory, our TedFlash can achieve the much stronger truly secure deletion guarantee with a small additional overhead.
BACKGROUND

Flash Memory
Flash. The flash family contains NAND-type and NORtype flash. This work concentrates on the NAND-type flash, which is pervasively used in flash-based storage products like SD cards, eMMC cards, USB sticks, and SSD drives. Flash stores information in an array of memory cells. The entire memory cells are grouped into erase blocks. An erase block is the minimal unit of performing erase operations on flash. Each erase block is further divided into a certain number (e.g., 32, 64, or 128) of pages. Typical page size can be 512 bytes, 2KB, and 4KB. A flash page is the I/O unit of NAND flash.
Compared to mechanical disks, a significant difference of flash memory is, the flash cell cannot be re-programmed before it has been erased. Unfortunately, as erase operations can only be performed on a block basis, over-writing a small page requires first erasing a large block. If the remaining pages of this block are filled with valid data, erasing it requires copying the valid data elsewhere and writing them back after the erase operation has been performed, leading to significant write amplification. This explains why flash is over-write unfriendly and any designs relevant to flash memory should avoid frequent over-write operations.
Another significant difference between flash memory and the mechanical disks is, each flash cell has a limited num-ber (e.g., 10K) of program-erase (P/E) cycles before it is worn out and is not stable enough to store information. To prolong the service life of flash memory, wear leveling is necessary, by which writes/erasures on flash memory are distributed evenly across it so that no single block has significantly larger P/E cycles than others and fails prematurely.
How to use flash. To be compatible with traditional blockbased file systems (e.g., EXT4, FAT32), a flash device is usually emulated as a block device by exposing a block-based access interface, which is the most popular form of flashbased products (e.g., SSDs, eMMCs, SD cards, and USB sticks). This is usually achieved by introducing a special flash firmware, Flash Translation Layer (FTL), between the file system and the raw flash. FTL can translate the logical block addresses to the underlying physical flash addresses, providing a block-based access interface to the upper layer.
Another alternative of using raw flash is to directly build a flash-specific file system over it. Popular flash file systems include YAFFS, UBIFS, JFFS2, and F2FS. However, most of the recent mobile devices are only designed to be compatible with flash-based block devices, and usually do not allow directly accessing the raw flash. For example, the most recent Android smart phones like Nexus 6P use eMMC cards as storage media, and only the old Android phones like Nexus One and Nexus S can allow directly accessing the raw flash.
Re-thinking "secure deletion"
Conventionally, what "secure deletion" can promise to the data owners is: once the data have been deleted, they will become inaccessible [23, 24, 35, 39] . Most of the prior solutions rely on either over-writing [22, 24, 40] or encryption [23, 32, 33, 35, 39, 42] to make the deleted data inaccessible. However, the structural artifacts created by the deleted data, if preserved in the storage media, may enable the adversary to learn sensitive information about the deleted data. In the worse case, the adversary may be able to recover the deleted data by utilizing those structural artifacts and the remaining data (Sec. 3). We believe secure deletion should promise: once the data have been deleted, the adversary should not be able to learn anything about the deleted data. Intuitively, if we can ensure after having deleting certain data, the resulting storage state is indistinguishable from that the deleted data never appeared, we should be able to fulfill the aforementioned promise.
Why Structural Artifacts Matter
To show why structural artifacts matter, we use binary search tree (BST) as an example. To create a BST, we insert four nodes in the order of 2, 11, 13, 14, obtaining T1 (Figure 1(a) ). After deleting node 2, we obtain T2 (Figure 1(a) ). However, if we directly create the BST by inserting the three nodes in the order of 11, 13, 14, we will obtain T3 (Figure 1(b) ). T3 and T2 will be different, due to the past existence of node 2 (or some other nodes not larger than 11). In other words, although we have deleted node 2, its structural artifacts remain in the data organization. By accessing T2, the adversary may suspect the past existence of the sensitive data (which now have been deleted), and try to partially or fully recover them. A more concrete attack scenario utilizing these structural artifacts is provided in Sec. 3. 
ATTACK SCENARIOS
In the following, we provide concrete attack scenarios, in which an adversary is able to recover the data being deleted by performing conventional secure deletion on flash memory. Conventionally, over-writing (e.g., scrubbing [35] ) and encryption [35] were used to securely delete data from flash. In the following attack scenarios, we consider a victim who uses his/her computing device equipped with flash memory (NAND flash with 2KB page size) to manage his/her bitcoin transactions. Figure 2 shows a portion of the bitcoin transactions stored in the victim's device (note that these transactions are real bitcoin transactions collected from MultiBit [5] , and we anonymized them for privacy concerns). All the four transactions A, B, C, and D in Figure 2 are stored in the device's flash storage, one transaction at each page 1 . As flash media usually prefer log-structured writing technique [7] to reduce over-writes, these transactions are written sequentially to flash pages. Attack 1: secure deletion based on scrubbing. After having written transaction A, B, C, and D to flash (Figure 3(a) ), the victim tried to securely delete C by performing scrubbing 2 over the corresponding flash page. However, scrubbing will convert this page to a page with all "0" bits (i.e., a zero page). By having access to the storage state after deletion of C, the adversary will notice there was a deletion on the zero page in the past. Most importantly, he/she will learn sensitive information relating to C: (1) The transaction was generated between "Wed Jan 15 12:51:34 2014" and "Fri Jan 17 12:16:25 2014" as it should be generated after transaction B and before transaction D. (2) The transaction was possibly sending 0.016131BTC to another bitcoin address. This information is obtainable if the adversary is able to learn the overall balance after the four transactions. (3) The transaction was possibly sending bitcoin using address 1BEzV f sppyhCZczW ybjR9f 3ZP rAP bN Bz7K, as this address was used to receive bitcoin in previous transactions, and bitcoin protocol only allows a transaction to send bitcoin from an address which has received bitcoin previously. By further searching blockchain [1] using address 1BEzV f sppyhCZczW ybjR9f 3ZP rAP bN Bz7K, the adversary can identify a bitcoin transaction which can satisfy both (1) and (2), obtaining transaction C's receiving address 1Mpq1F wxW UCohqfSczQywLN3btAp46V bnY .
Attack 2: secure deletion based on encryption. After having encrypted and written the encrypted transaction A, B, C, and D to flash (Figure 3(b) ), the victim tried to securely delete C by deleting its corresponding decryption key [35] . By having access to the storage state after deletion, the adversary can identify that the page holding transaction C has been deleted, as all the other pages storing transaction A, B, and D can be successfully decrypted to correct plain-texts 3 . Based on the plain-texts of transaction A, B, and D, the adversary may learn sensitive information relating to transaction C, using the attack described in "Attack 1".
MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
System Model
We consider a flash-based block device ( Figure 4) . The device exposes a block-based access interface, by which the file system from upper layer can read/write the device using regular block-device addresses. We define "data node" as the unit of data reading/writing from/to the block device by the upper layer. Let N be the capacity of the block device in terms of data nodes. Let i denote the block-device address, then 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. The access interface at least needs to provide two entry-points:
Block Device Read(i, &data): read a data node from blockdevice address i 3 For encryption-based secure deletion [35] , decryption keys are usually stored in disks, and to achieve secure deletion, those keys for the deleted data will be removed 
Adversarial Model
We consider an adversary who tries to learn the sensitive information about the deleted data by having access to the storage state of a flash-based medium. We assume the adversary is computationally bounded, and is able to access the storage state no more than once. This applies to a lot of real-world scenarios, e.g., the attacker steals a smart phone equipped with an eMMC card or a laptop equipped with an SSD drive [15, 41] , or breaks into a data center obtaining a snapshot of a target flash-based storage medium.
Security Definition
A truly secure deletion scheme should achieve two security properties: 1) sanitizing data from the storage medium, such that the adversary is not able to have access to them; 2) sanitizing structural artifacts introduced by the data being deleted, such that the adversary is not able to infer any sensitive information from the storage state about the deleted data. A formal definition of truly secure deletion is as follows.
Let D be a secure deletion scheme. Let S1 be the sequence of operations (e.g., insert, delete) performed on the storage medium. S1 = {Ot 0 , Ot 1 , ..., Ot i , ..., Ot l }, in which Ot i represents the operation at time ti, where 0 ≤ i ≤ l. Let O be the set of those operations from S1 that delete data items, and O be the set of those operations from S1 that insert the corresponding data items. Let S2 be the sequence of operations excluding the operations in O and O . The adversary obtains a complete image of the storage state at time tp, where tp is after t l but before a new operation is performed. Let P be the probability that the adversary can differentiate which operation sequence, S1 or S2, led to the storage state at time tp. We say D is a truly secure deletion scheme if and only if P → 0.
Truly secure deletion VS conventional secure deletion. Truly secure deletion requires sanitizing both the data and the structural artifacts introduced by the data being deleted. In other words, once the data have been deleted, the resulting storage state is indistinguishable from that the data being deleted never appeared. This can guarantee that the adversary, by looking at the storage state after a deletion has been performed, will not be able to learn anything about the deleted data (e.g., the exact content, the location, and any other sensitive information relevant to the deleted data). This offers a much stronger security guarantee than conventional secure deletion [23, 24, 35, 39] , which can only ensure that the deleted data become inaccessible.
TEDFLASH
Overview
To achieve truly secure deletion guarantee for flash-based block devices, we design TedFlash. Our TedFlash is able to sanitize both the obsolete data and the structural artifacts introduced by such data. To sanitize the structural artifacts, we use a random placement table to organize the data stored on flash. In this way, a new data node is always placed to a randomly selected location on flash, and will not affect the placement of any other data, hence no structural artifacts are introduced. Upon deletion, we can simply sanitize the obsolete data, eliminating the need of sanitizing the structural artifacts introduced by them. The random placement scheme well fits the nature of flash memory, as random seeks can be performed efficiently in flash memory. In addition, random placements can distribute writes/erasures evenly among flash, leading to good wear leveling.
As data nodes are placed randomly on flash, we need to keep track of these placements, i.e., the mappings between the block-device addresses and the flash locations. These mappings should be committed to flash in case of system failures like power lost. This unfortunately will create another issue: Updating a single mapping requires performing an over-write on flash, which is expensive as it requires erasing the entire encompassing erase block and writing back the remaining data stored in this block, leading to significant write amplification. We mitigate this by 1) organizing mappings in such a way that can preserve locality from the upper layer; and 2) accumulating multiple subsequent updates on mappings, and performing them together. As locality is preserved in the mappings, the batched updates may target only a few different erase blocks, significantly reducing the number of block erasures required for per update. In addition, to avoid introducing structural artifacts in the mappings, we organize mappings in such a way that writing a new mapping will not affect the locations of any other mappings.
TedFlash securely sanitizes a data node from flash by erasing its encompassing erase block. When the size of a data node is close to that of an erase block, securely deleting a data node will not cause significant write amplification. However, when the data node size is small, erasing the encompassing block will lead to enormous write amplification and significantly decrease throughput. Batching multiple subsequent deletions on data nodes and performing them together cannot help as the random placements in TedFlash have destroyed locality from the upper layer. We further optimize TedFlash by encrypting each data node with a unique key, so that upon a deletion, we can delete the corresponding key, delaying the deletion of the encrypted data node. As keys are much smaller than data nodes, it becomes much easier to organize them in a locality-preserving manner, which can be utilized to reduce the amortized overhead of deleting keys. Note that to avoid introducing structural artifacts in keys, we also organize keys in such a way that writing a new key will not affect the locations of any other keys.
A Random Placement Table
A random placement table [30] works as follows. Consider an array t of l slots. Each slot is initially empty (e.g., each slot is filled with 0). Elements are inserted into and deleted from t in the following ways:
Insert. To insert an element x, we pick a number i from {0, 1, 2, · · · , l − 1} uniformly at random. If t[i] is empty, we store x at t [i] . Otherwise, we continue probing slots at random until we find an empty slot which can be used to store x.
Delete. To delete an element stored at t[i]
As it is proved in Sec. 6.1, deleting an element from the aforementioned random placement table can achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee. A significant advantage of this random placement table comes from its efficiency on insert and delete operations, which can be performed in constant time.
TedFlash Design
How to Sanitize the Structural Artifacts
The truly secure deletion guarantee requires sanitizing all the corresponding structural artifacts when certain data have been deleted. To achieve this guarantee in a flash-based block device, we can use a "post-processing" solution: upon deleting a data node, we sanitize all the corresponding structural artifacts, such that the storage state after this deletion is indistinguishable from that the deleted data node never existed. Post-processing may be prohibitively expensive for flash, as it may require relocating a large number of data and incur a lot of over-writes just for a single deletion, significantly decreasing throughout.
We thus turn to a more promising "pre-processing" solution. We use a special data structure to organize the data stored on flash, by which the placement of a new data node will not affect the placements of any other data nodes. A history independent data structure [31] can immediately satisfy this requirement. However, simply applying an existing history independent data structure is impractical for flash as it may either require a large number of data re-locations for a simple write [14, 31] or incur significant over-writes [18] .
We use the random placement table introduced in Sec. 5.2 to organize the data in flash, which is shown to be able to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee (Sec. 6.1). The random placement table amazingly fits the nature of flash memory: First, it requires performing random seek, while in flash, the random seek is as efficient as the sequential seek, a salient characteristic of flash memory. Second, placing the writes to random locations can inherently achieve good wear leveling as writes/erasures can be distributed evenly among the entire flash.
By utilizing the random placement table, the data node written to block-device address i is placed to an empty location which is randomly selected from flash. If the blockdevice address i has been written before, the old data node will become invalid and should be securely sanitized by erasing the corresponding flash block, then the new data node will be placed to a new randomly selected empty location.
Handling Metadata
TedFlash stores each data node from the upper layer to a randomly selected flash location, e.g., the data node written to block-device address i is stored in a random location (a, b). Due to the randomness, we need to keep track of the mappings between the block-device addresses and the flash locations.
As data nodes may be frequently written/deleted by the upper layer, the corresponding mappings may need to be updated frequently. However, updating mappings is expensive since they are usually committed to flash, which is update unfriendly. To efficiently update them, we organize them in a locality-preserving manner. In this way, it is possible to reduce the amortized overhead by batching multiple subsequent update operations and performing them together.
Organization and management of mappings. We design a MAP table to organize the mappings. Our MAP tale always maintains a fixed size of N rows. In the MAP table, the mapping for block-device address i is always located in the i-th row, where 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. Initially, we fill "NULL" as the default flash location for each block-device address. If a data node is written to block-device address i, and stored by TedFlash to a randomly selected flash location (a, b), we will update the mapping in row i by changing the flash location to (a, b). If a data node is deleted from block-device address i, we will update the mapping in row i by changing the flash location to "NULL". If a read is performed on blockdevice address i, we will read the mapping in row i, obtain the corresponding flash location, and read the corresponding data node. The MAP table is stored on a contiguous area of flash, consisting of multiple contiguous erase blocks. We call this area metadata area.
The aforementioned design is advantageous, because: First, it preserves in the metadata area the locality from the upper layer, so that we can reduce the amortized overhead by batching multiple subsequent update operations on mappings. Second, writing a new mapping will not introduce any structural artifacts, as it will not affect the placement of any other data (including mappings and regular data).
Efficiently reading mappings.
As the I/O granularity of NAND flash is a page, reading a sole mapping from flash usually requires reading the entire encompassing page, which is expensive. We can improve the performance by caching all or a portion of the MAP table. Note that commodity flash devices are usually equipped with a certain amount of SRAM and DRAM which can be used for the caching purpose. For example, Jasmine OpenSSD Platform [3] has 96KB SRAM and 64MB DRAM; LPC-H3131 [4] has 192KB SRAM and 32MB DRAM.
Efficiently updating mappings. Updating a mapping from metadata area requires performing an over-write on flash, which is expensive and should be avoided. By accumulating multiple subsequent updating operations and performing them together, we can significantly reduce the overhead for per-mapping update. Due to locality, the accumulated updates may only target the mappings from a few different erase blocks, and by waiting, we reduce the number of block erasures necessary per update operation. Note that accumulating multiple update operations in volatile storage (e.g., SRAM or DRAM) is problematic, as they will be lost upon system failures (e.g., power lost). We address this issue by utilizing a few journal blocks. The mapping update operations which have not been committed are stored sequentially to the journal blocks. After the journal blocks are filled, we commit all the updates to the MAP table, and erase the journal blocks. Next time we will pick a new set of journal blocks for wear leveling consideration.
Wear leveling for metadata area. After introducing the MAP table, we face some wear leveling issues: 1) The programs/erasures may not distribute evenly among the erase blocks holding the metadata area. This is because: Writes to block device may concentrate on a few hot places [18] ; As the metadata area preserves locality from the upper layer, the writes to the key area will also concentrate on a few hot spots. 2) The erase blocks holding the metadata area have significantly more programs/erasures per block compared to those for data area, because the total number of writes to both areas are approximately the same, but the metadata area is much smaller. A good wear leveling solution can be periodically moving the metadata area around the entire flash, which is feasible as the metadata area is very small. For example, if each mapping is 4-byte in size, and each data node is 4KB in size, the metadata area only occupies 0.1% of the entire flash. For a 10GB eMMC card, that is only 10MB.
Operations of TedFlash
We describe the detailed procedure for the main operations of TedFlash in Figure 5 .
Block Device Write provides an entry point for the upper layer to write data to block-device addresses. It can also be used as an entry point to delete data from a flash-based block device by using NULL data as input. Given a blockdevice address i, we first search the MAP table, obtaining the corresponding flash location. If the flash location is not NULL, this is an over-write. Otherwise, it is a new write. For the over-write, we first sanitize the old data from flash. For both the new write and the over-write, we place the new data to a new empty location which is randomly selected. To obtain such a flash location, we may need to perform multiple trials. One optimization can be, we keep track of the empty flash locations in RAM, and randomly pick one when needed. Finally, we update the mapping for blockdevice address i.
Block Device Read provides an entry point for the upper layer to read data from block-device addresses. Given a block-device address i, we first search the MAP table, obtaining the corresponding flash location. We then read the data from flash. A read FAILURE will occur if the flash location does not possess any valid data.
Optimizing TedFlash
TedFlash is efficient when the size of data node is close to that of the erase block. However, if the data node size is small (e.g., 4KB), deleting a data node will be expensive as it requires erasing the entire flash block which stores this data node, leading to significant write amplification. Batching multiple subsequent delete operations and performing them together unfortunately cannot help, as TedFlash randomizes the placement of data nodes on flash, which completely disturbs the locality from the upper layer.
Motivated by DNEFS [35] , we optimize the performance of delete operations in the following way: We encrypt each data node with a unique key. Upon deleting a data node, we only delete the corresponding key, and delay the deletion of the encrypted data node. This can bring several advantages: 1) As the key size (e.g., 16 bytes) is significantly smaller than the data node size, keys can be stored in a much more compact manner, which makes it possible to optimize the performance of deleting keys. 2) By delaying the deletion of encrypted data nodes, we avoid instantly erasing the corresponding flash block, which is expensive. A flash block will not be erased until it has accumulated enough number of obsolete data nodes, so that the amortized overhead of deletion can be significantly reduced. Compared to the original TedFlash, the optimized TedFlash seems to have reduced the security, as the deleted data, though become inaccessible, are still preserved in the storage state before the space occupied by them are actually reclaimed. By observing the storage state after a delete operation, the adversary is able differentiate the storage state from that the deleted data never existed. However, as it is shown in Sec. 6.1, compared to the original TedFlash, the adversary cannot obtain any more knowledge except some additional randomness.
The question now becomes, how can we efficiently delete keys? As deleting a key usually requires performing an overwrite on this key, we can efficiently delete them by adapting the idea from metadata handling: We organize keys in a locality-preserving manner, so that we can batch multiple subsequent key deletions, and perform them together to reduce the amortized overhead.
Organization and management of keys. We organize keys using a key table, which has a fixed size of N rows. The design of the key table is similar to the MAP table, in which the key used for encrypting the data node associated with block-device address i (0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) is always stored in the i-th row of the table. Initially, each row of the key table is filled with a fresh unused key which is cryptographicallyappropriate random data. When a new data node is written on block-device address i, we will encrypt it using the key located in the i-th row of the key table. When an old data node is deleted, its corresponding key will be replaced by a new unused key. When a data node is read, the corresponding key will be read in order to decrypt this data node. We store the key table in a contiguous region of flash, which consists of multiple contiguous erase blocks. We call this flash area key area. Similar to the metadata area, the key area can also preserve the locality from the upper layer. In addition, the writing of new keys will not introduce structural artifacts as it will not affect the placement of any other data.
Efficiently deleting/reading keys. Deleting a key from key area requires performing an over-write on flash, which is expensive and should be avoided. By batching multiple subsequent key deletions and performing them together, we can significantly reduce the overhead for per-key deletion as the key area preserves locality from the upper layer. We can utilize a few journal blocks for this batching purpose (Sec. 5.3.2). To improve the efficiency of reading keys, we can utilize SRAM or DRAM equipped with the flash device to cache all or a portion of keys (Sec. 5.3.2).
Wear leveling for key area. The key area faces similar wear leveling issues as writes to the key area are much more condensed and the erase blocks for holding the key area will have much more programs/erasures per block. As the key area is small (e.g., if each key is 128-bit in size, and each data node is 4KB in size, the key area only occupies 0.4% of the entire flash), we can simply performing wear leveling by periodically moving the key area around the entire flash.
Reclaiming space occupied by obsolete data nodes. As the optimized TedFlash only deletes keys, the obsolete (encrypted) data nodes remain in flash. To reclaim space, we can periodically perform "garbage collection", erasing those flash blocks that accumulate a certain number (e.g., 50%) of obsolete data nodes. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Security Analysis
Note that we initialize all the slots of the random placement table to 0, and a delete operation will reset the corresponding slot to 0. In S1, the operation Ot l sets a slot to non-zero, while the subsequent operation Ot l+1 resets this slot to 0. Thus, for the adversary who can only access the table at time tp, S1 is equivalent to an operation sequence in which Ot l and Ot l+1 never appear, which is S2. In other words, the adversary cannot differentiate which operation sequence, S1 or S2, led to the state at time tp.
Case 2: If j = 1, S2 = {Ot 2 , ..., Ot i , ..., Ot l }. Let A be the same insert operation as Ot 1 . We construct a new operation sequence S3 = {Ot 2 , ..., Ot i , ..., Ot l , A, Ot l+1 }. Based on our discussion for Case 1, we know that by accessing the state at time tp, the adversary cannot differentiate which operation sequence, S3 or S2, led to the state. The only difference between sequence S1 and S3 is when to perform the operation A which inserts an element x into the table: S1 inserts x at time t1, while S3 inserts x at time t , where t l < t < t l+1 . As the random placement table always places the element to a randomly selected location, from the adversary point of view (who can access the state at time tp), no difference can be observed between inserting x at time t1 and t . Thus, S1 and S3 is equivalent from the adversary's viewpoint. In other words, the adversary cannot differentiate which operation sequence, S1 or S2, led to the state at time tp.
Case 3: if 1 < j < l, S2 = {Ot 1 , ..., Ot j−1 , Ot j+1 , ..., Ot l }. We separate the operation sequence S1 into 2 sub-sequences, S 1 and S 1 , in which S 1 ={Ot 1 , ..., Ot j−1 } and S 1 ={Ot j , ..., Ot l , Ot l+1 }. We also separate the operation sequence S2 into 2 sub-sequences, S 2 and S 2 , in which S 2 ={Ot 1 , ..., Ot j−1 } and S 2 ={Ot j+1 , ..., Ot l }. Since S 1 = S 2 , case 3 can be further reduced to a new case: we want to judge whether the adversary can differentiate which operation sequence, S 1 or S 2 , led to the state at time tp after removing all the elements created by S 1 from this state. This new case is exactly what we have discussed in Case 2.
The aforementioned proof can be easily generalized to the case where multiple pairs of insert/delete operations are present.
Theorem 6.1 proves that the random placement table can achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee. TedFlash relies on the random placement table to write/delete data nodes to/from flash, and thus is able to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee. However, to improve the efficiency of updating mappings, TedFlash chooses to batch multiple updates in journal blocks and perform them together later. By accessing the journal blocks, the adversary will learn which data nodes have been deleted recently, leading to leakage of a few most recent delete operations (e.g., if the number of journal blocks being used is 1, and each block has 64 pages, the maximal leakage will be 64 most recent delete operations). This leakage will be eliminated when the journal blocks are filled and erased.
Similar to the original TedFlash, the optimized TedFlash has the leakage of a few most recent delete operations stored in the journal blocks (for the purpose of efficiently updating keys and mappings). In addition, as the optimized TedFlash only deletes keys, the corresponding encrypted data nodes will remain in flash until the corresponding flash block is erased. Thus, the adversary will observe the existence of these encrypted data nodes. However, the adversary cannot obtain more knowledge except some randomness, because: First, the encrypted data nodes cannot be decrypted by the adversary as their corresponding keys have been deleted. Thus, for the adversary, those encrypted data nodes are no more than randomness; Second, the adversary cannot correlate the flash pages storing those encrypted data nodes with the block-device addresses, as the corresponding mappings have been deleted; Third, the adversary cannot learn anything from the locations of those encrypted data nodes, as the entire flash layout has been randomized.
Discussion
Truly secure deletion and history independence. History independence [31] ensures that by having access to a storage state, the adversary is not able to identify the operation sequence which leads to this state. Thus, given two operation sequences leading to the same storage state: one sequence has a delete operation and its corresponding insert operation, and the other sequence does not have the aforementioned delete and insert operation, the adversary will not be not able to differentiate which operation sequence led to this storage state. In other words, history independence guarantees after having removed a data record, all the corresponding structural artifacts will have been removed, achieving truly secure deletion. However, a scheme that achieves the truly secure deletion guarantee is not necessarily able to achieve the history independence guarantee. This is because: 1) History independence ensures that no structural artifacts will be introduced. However, truly secure deletion only ensures that the structural artifacts introduced by the data being deleted will be removed; 2) History independence ensures that an adversary cannot identify the operation order in the past, e.g., the order of insert operations in a voting machine, preserving order privacy. However, truly secure deletion does not provide any guarantees on the past operation order.
Note that when using "pre-processing" approach to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee, we need to plan ahead and ensure that every new data will not bring in structural artifacts, as we cannot predict which data will be deleted in the future. In this sense, using "pre-processing" approach seems overkill and can achieve a guarantee stronger than truly secure deletion, but it is still unclear the relationship between this guarantee and history independence 4 .
Truly secure deletion and undetectable secure deletion. Jia et al. [26] proposed undetectable secure deletion that can hide the deletion history from the adversary. Undetectable secure deletion is a security notion weaker than the truly secure deletion, because: 1) A scheme that can achieve undetectable secure deletion guarantee is not necessarily able to achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee, as it cannot sanitize the structural artifacts introduced by the deleted data; 2) A scheme that can achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee can always achieve the undetectable secure deletion guarantee, as it can always hide the deletion history.
Handling cache-related issues. To efficiently read mappings/keys, we choose to cache all or a portion of mappings/keys in the SRAM/DRAM. Two issues need to be addressed: 1) The mappings/keys being cached may become inconsistent if the corresponding mappings/keys stored in flash have been updated; 2) If only a portion of mappings/keys is cached, a target mapping/key may not be satisfied from the cache (i.e., a cache miss). To handle the first issue, when a mapping/key is updated, we update it in both the cache and the flash. To handle the second issue, upon a cache miss, we read the target mapping/key from flash, and update the cache using a certain replacement strategy like FIFO and LRU.
The nature of the data residing on flash. TedFlash removes both the obsolete data and the structural artifacts brought by these data, such that by having access to the current storage state, the adversary cannot differentiate it from the storage state that the deleted data never appeared. In this sense, the adversary should not be able to learn anything about the deleted data, because by accessing the storage state after deletion, he/she does not gain any additional advantages compared to having access to the storage state in which the deleted data never appear. Thus, we believe TedFlash should work for both encrypted and non-encrypted file system. For example, considering plain-text "Tim is an HIV patient", after removing sensitive information "HIV", we obtain "Tim is a patient". TedFlash ensures that, by having access to the storage state of "Tim is a patient" after having deleted "HIV", the adversary gains no additional advantages over having access to the storage state of "Tim is a patient" in which "HIV" never appears. Therefore, the adversary should not be able to learn anything about "HIV". And also, we need to emphasize that TedFlash aims to protect the secrecy of the data having been deleted from flash, rather than the data still residing on flash.
System robustness. Corruption of either MAP 
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Implementation
We implemented TedFlash based on OpenNFM [7] , an open source NAND flash controller framework. For comparison, we also implemented DNEFS [35] and HiFlash [18] using OpenNFM. DNEFS encrypts each data node with a different key and collocates keys in a key storage area on the flash. It can sanitize the data by efficiently deleting keys. However, it cannot achieve truly secure deletion as the structural artifacts remain in the flash layout. HiFlash relies on a one-one mapping technique to achieve history independence, hence truly secure deletion guarantee (Sec. 6.2). However, the one-one mapping technique cannot satisfy design constraint C1 or C2, and is thus impractical for flash.
OpenNFM uses an architecture consisting of three layers: FTL, UBI, and MTD. FTL mainly handles mappings between block device and flash, so that the flash device can provide a uniform block device interface to the external computing components like file systems. UBI mainly takes care of wear leveling and bad block management. MTD provides a raw flash abstraction, handling the physical characteristics of different flash chips. To implement DNEFS, HiFlash, and TedFlash, we modified OpenNFM as follows:
• DNEFS: We added encryption/decryption as well as key management to FTL.
• HiFlash: We modified FTL to support one-one mapping, and modified UBI to support the special wear leveling required by HiFlash [18] .
• TedFlash: We modified FTL to support random placement. We also incorporated encryption/decryption as well as key management described in the optimized TedFlash. We introduced journal blocks to efficiently update the MAP table and the key table. We ported the modified OpenNFM to LPC-H3131 [4] , a development board equipped with 180 MHz ARM microcontroller, 512MB NAND flash, and 32 MB SDRAM. The NAND flash has 128KB block size and 2KB page size, thus the entire NAND flash has approximately 4, 000 erase blocks, and each block is composed of 64 pages. For TedFlash, the MAP table is less than 1MB in size, as it contains 256, 000 (= 4, 000 × 64) mappings, each of which can be represented by 18 bits. 
Evaluation
Throughput
The impact of encryption on throughput. The development board (LPC-H3131) we used is equipped with a low-end microcontroller (180 MHz) without hardware encryption module, and software-based encryption runs extremely slow on it. Therefore, the experimental results including the overhead of encryption/decryption will be biased for this board, as encryption/decryption will dominate the entire overhead. We observed that a large number of flash controller chips in the new-generation smartphones and SSDs have been equipped with hardware encryption module. For example, most of the SSDs manufactured by SAM-SUNG [9] support AES hardware encryption. With encryption hardware enabled, the impact of encryption on throughput should be very small. Our experimental evaluation in Table 2 confirmed the aforementioned statement. Therefore in the following, we excluded the overhead resulted from encryption/decryption for all the schemes.
The impact of journal blocks on throughput. To efficiently update mappings and keys, we use a few journal blocks to accumulate multiple updates and perform them together on the metadata/key area. Table 3 shows the throughput of TedFlash when the number of journal blocks varies. Note that each block has 64 pages, and each page can be used to store 1 update operation 5 , therefore, a journal block can at most accumulate 64 update operations.
We observed that when the number of journal blocks increases, the write throughput increases. This is because, using more journal blocks is able to accumulate more updates before performing them together, leading to a higher probability that more updates will belong to the same erase blocks, hence reducing the overall number of erasures. However, as the operations in the journal blocks will be leaked, using more journal blocks will have more leakages (Sec. 6.1).
Throughput comparisons. We compared the read/write throughput among DNEFS, HiFlash, and TedFlash. Benchmarking results are shown in In addition, we used 3 journal blocks for key updating and 3 journal blocks for mapping updating, respectively. We have several observations: (a) The read/write throughput of both DNEFS and TedFlash is decreased compared to the original OpenNFM. This is mainly due to the additional overhead in key management, including both key reading and updating.
(b) The read/write throughput of TedFlash is slightly reduced compared to DNEFS (approximately 10%). This is because, random seek is not significantly but slightly slow than sequential seek. This justifies that TedFlash can achieve a much stronger secure deletion guarantee with a small additional overhead.
(c) The write (especially random write) throughput of HiFlash is significantly reduced compared to TedFlash. This is due to the significant write amplification caused by the large number of over-writes resulted from the one-one mapping technique. This justifies that by relaxing the security offered by HiFlash, TedFlash can achieve a significantly better performance.
Wear Leveling
To evaluate the wear leveling effectiveness of TedFlash, we used the Hoover economic wealth inequality indicator [35] . This metric corresponds to an appropriately normalized sum of the difference of each measurement to the mean, and is originally used to quantify the unfairness of wealth distributions. In terms of flash memory, it indicates "the fraction of erasures that must be re-assigned to other erase blocks to obtain completely even wear" [35] . Assuming the erasure counts of all the erase blocks are e1, e2,..., en, and let E = n i=1 en, the wear levering inequality can be computed by We repeatedly wrote data to the board, filled the 512MB flash storage, and then erased the data. After having written 500GB data, we calculated the number of erasures performed on each flash block, and computed the wear levering inequality, obtaining 6 × 10 −4 . This small value indicates a good wear leveling effectiveness, and justifies that random placements indeed can achieve good wear leveling, as it distributes data nodes among the entire flash in a uniformly random manner so that each flash location has an equal opportunity to be programmed/erased.
RELATED WORK
Encryption-based secure deletion. Lee et al. [28, 29] proposed a secure deletion scheme for YAFFS. They forced the current and the previous keys of a file to be stored in the same flash block, so that a file can be deleted by a single block erase. Lee et al. [27] further extended this solution with standard data sanitization operations on the key containing blocks. Reardon et al. [35] introduced DNEFS, in which they encrypted each data node with a unique key and collocated keys in a key storage area on the flash.
Overwriting-based secure deletion. Sun et al. [38] used zero overwriting and block cleaning to securely delete data from flash. Reardon et al. [36] introduced purging and ballooning at the user-level, and zero overwriting at the kernel level for secure deletion in YAFFS. Wei et al. [35] proposed to use scrubbing to efficiently sanitize data from flash pages without performing block erasures. In flash, programming "0" bit to "1" bit is not possible except performing a block erasure. However, programming "1" bit to "0" bit is feasible. Based on this observation, they sanitized data from a page by programming all the remaining "1" bits to "0" bits. TrueErase [21] was a framework which relied on block erasure to delete data and metadata upon user request. DEFY [34] performed all-or-nothing transform on the data, creating a small message expansion for the data. In this way, the data can be securely and efficiently removed by only removing this small expansion. The aforementioned secure deletion schemes can sanitize data from flash, but none of them can sanitize structural artifacts. NFPS [26] aimed to conceal the past existence of the deleted data in flash memory. However, it still cannot sanitize the structural artifacts introduced by the deleted data. HiFlash [18] can achieve history independence, and is thus able to sanitize the structural artifacts, achieving truly secure deletion (Sec. 6.2). To achieve history independence, HiFlash always places the data written to the same block-device address to the same flash location, so that the placements of any data are independent and the resulting storage layout is canonical and not impacted by the "history". Such a "one-one mapping" mechanism unfortunately will cause significant over-writes to a few hot locations, leading to significant overhead as well as write unevenness. This may be the unavoidable cost for achieving such a strong security guarantee. In some sense, the design rational of truly secure deletion is to achieve a good trade-off between security and performance by slightly reducing the desired security guarantee.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose TedFlash, a truly secure deletion scheme for flash-based block devices. Truly secure deletion is a security notion that is much stronger than conventional secure deletion, as it can sanitize both the obsolete data as well as the corresponding structural artifacts, while the conventional secure deletion can only sanitize the obsolete data. TedFlash places data nodes to flash using a random placement table which can ensure that placing a new data node will not introduce structural artifacts. This random placement technique well fits the nature of NAND flash in terms of random seek and wear leveling. Security analysis and experimental evaluation show that TedFlash can achieve the truly secure deletion guarantee with a small additional overhead compared to the conventional secure deletion.
